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Growing tensions between the United States and the People’s Republic of China (PRC) have led to increased concerns about a conflict breaking out across the Taiwan Strait (Beckley and Brands, 2022; Rudd, 2022). While U.S. policy aims to deter such a war in the first place, the U.S. defense community needs to prepare for the risk that deterrence might fail by thinking carefully about what success would look like in a war over Taiwan and how to achieve it. Wars are much easier to start than to end, and the United States needs to have a clear vision from the outset of how it plans to end the war on favorable political terms while avoiding catastrophic escalation (Walt, 2022; Iklé, 2005). Unlike the conflicts the United States has fought against such regional adversaries as Serbia and Iraq, a war with a nuclear-armed great power would entail escalation risks that the United States has not faced since the Cold War.

A theory of victory is a causal story about how to defeat an adversary. It offers a “story line explaining why we think things will turn out the way we wish” (Cohen, 2022b). That narrative should answer the question General David Petraeus posed in Iraq: “Tell me how this ends?” (O’Hanlon, 2022). This requires identifying the conditions under which the enemy will accept defeat and then outlining how to shape a conflict in a way that creates those conditions. Theories of victory are the “principal tenets” that explain how and why a strategy will work rather than strategies themselves, which involve more detailed considerations about how to link the desired ends with the available means (Cohen, 2022a, p. 33; Hoffman, 2020, p. 61; Roberts, 2020, pp. 27–28). Good theories of victory should have clear political objectives, be concise, consider how the enemy will react (both militarily and politically), and consider how other involved countries (e.g., coalition partners) will react. While a theory of victory can and should include all instruments of national power, the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) has a particular need for a framework that explains how military operations will translate into achieving a war’s political objectives. Military theories of victory have historically been crafted through discussion between a U.S. president and his most senior military advisor; for example, President Franklin D. Roosevelt and Admiral William D. Leahy during World War II (O’Brien, 2019).

The focus here is on wartime theories of victory rather than theories for how to succeed in peacetime competition. Once a war has started, the central task has shifted from deterrence to compellence, and this requires a different analytical approach. The theoretical frameworks and poli-
cies optimized to deter the PRC from gambling on a war over Taiwan in the first place may be different from those optimized to convince Beijing that the gamble has failed and that it should stop fighting rather than double down.

This paper outlines potential U.S. theories of victory for a war with the PRC over Taiwan and analyzes their associated escalation risks. We begin by emphasizing the importance of seriously considering theories of victory given the stakes of a hypothetical great-power war. Next, we identify the five theories of victory that are available to U.S. and coalition decisionmakers, and then we explore their viability and categorize them by the level of escalation risk entailed. Finally, we consider the prospects of success for the two most viable theories of victory: denial and military cost-imposition.

In our survey of the available theories of victory for the United States in a hypothetical conflict with the PRC over Taiwan, we find that a denial theory of victory offers the best chance for delivering victory while avoiding catastrophic escalation. The most popular alternative, military cost-imposition, has lower prospects of success and higher chances for catastrophic escalation. This is due primarily to the potential peril in navigating what we call the “Goldilocks Challenge,” which requires identifying a sweet spot of PRC pressure points that are important enough to change Beijing’s decisionmaking while avoiding unacceptable PRC escalation in response.

There are two major reasons for contemporary defense planners to spend time assessing theories of victory for a future war and their escalation risks. First, the force structure choices the United States makes today will influence which theories of victory are viable a decade from now. Changes to force structure require large lead times, and the United States faces resource constraints that make it implausible to invest equally in all options without spreading resources thin. Second, studying theories of victory during peacetime is critical for preparing senior military officers and civilians to provide informed advice to future presidents if deterrence fails and war breaks out. Given the consequences of nuclear use or widespread conventional attacks against the U.S. homeland, senior officers and officials need to be conversant in the risks that different theories of victory create to provide the clearest and best advice possible to the president. Failing to strike an effective balance between the desire for operational success and the imperative to manage escalation with a nuclear-armed adversary poses an existential threat to the United States.

**Abbreviations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CCP</td>
<td>Chinese Communist Party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoD</td>
<td>U.S. Department of Defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP</td>
<td>gross domestic product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IISS</td>
<td>International Institute for Strategic and International Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA</td>
<td>People’s Liberation Army</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRC</td>
<td>People’s Republic of China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIPRI</td>
<td>Stockholm International Peace Research Institute</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Realities of Strategic Conflict in the 21st Century

Since the end of the Cold War, the United States has become accustomed to fighting wars that are fundamentally different from what it would face in a U.S.-PRC conflict. When fighting regional adversaries, the United States has had overwhelming power advantages and faced adversaries with limited escalation options. This placed few constraints on the United States, which could pursue maximal war aims, such as regime change, without concern for retaliation. By contrast, key features of a great-power war in the 21st century include the serious potential for U.S. defeat and catastrophic escalation. The growing power of the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) has raised the possibility that the PRC could successfully seize Taiwan, and its survivable nuclear deterrent and nascent long-range conventional strike capabilities give it the ability to do serious damage to the U.S. homeland—an ability that will continue to grow by 2030.2 The PLA’s test of a novel intercontinental missile (potentially a fractional orbital bombardment system) in 2021 is an example of a long-range strike capability that it could someday use for conventional or nuclear strikes against the United States (Sevastopulo and Hille, 2021). Beijing’s cyber capabilities give it an additional tool to inflict damage directly on the U.S. homeland.

Because the PRC has a robust nuclear arsenal, the United States must actively work to keep a war limited in a way that it has not had to consider since the Cold War. Any limited war between nuclear-armed great powers requires “deliberate restraint” because, unlike regional adversaries, both actors have the capacity to engage in catastrophic escalation (Brodie, 1959, p. 309). The vital ingredient for limited wars in the nuclear era is establishing limited political objectives. For example, the United States could narrowly define its political objective as preventing the PRC from physically controlling Taiwan, which falls short of such maximal war aims as forcing the PRC to accept political terms that recognize Taiwan’s independence or overthrowing the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) regime. Because the United States would be fighting in a coalition alongside at least Taiwan and potentially others such as Japan and Australia, the United States will also face a coalition management challenge in persuading its allies to also pursue limited ends. Limiting the means employed can also play a stabilizing role, such as placing limits on the geography, weapons, or targets involved in a conflict (Halperin, 1963). Attacking the PRC’s leaders or nuclear forces might convince it that the war was not, in fact, a limited one. Given the U.S. track record of pursuing maximal war aims and the inherent difficulty of knowing another country’s intentions with certainty, the CCP could plausibly worry that the United States might feel tempted to pursue ambitious objectives that threaten Beijing’s vital interests or even its survival. Beijing exhibits profound and chronic mistrust of the United States during peacetime,
and the fog of war and the further suspicions that active hostilities engender would only compound these concerns (Posen, 1991; Talmadge, 2017; Lieberthal and Jisi, 2012). Taken together, exercising restraint in the desired ends and the means employed to pursue them offers the best chance of succeeding while managing escalation.

To put this contrast between minimal and maximal war aims in a broader context, Figure 1 illustrates a spectrum of war results that ranges from total victory to destruction. Victory is the degree to which a state achieves its political objectives, which entails imposing its will to some extent on the defeated party (von Clausewitz, 1976; Bartholomees, 2008). Total victory enables the victor to dictate peace terms unilaterally, even if those terms infringe on the defeated party’s vital interests. An example is the Allied total victory over Germany and Japan in World War II. Achieving total victory against a nuclear-armed great power is implausible because a defining feature of the nuclear age is that the “loser,” even if its conventional forces have been defeated, can still annihilate the “winner” (Jervis, 1989). Limited victory entails accomplishing limited political objectives that fall short of what the victor would prefer if it had complete control over peace terms. The United Kingdom achieved a limited victory over Argentina in the Falklands War in 1982 because it regained control of the Falklands but the Argentinian regime survived the conflict and did not renounce its political claim to the islands. Limited defeat is the inverse of limited victory. Argentina’s failure to hold the Falklands and Iraq’s failure to keep Kuwait in the 1991 Gulf War are cases of limited defeat. Broader defeat is the inverse of total victory. Germany and Japan suffered this outcome in World War II. Finally, destruction goes beyond broader defeat to encompass the complete destruction of a society’s fundamental underpinnings. Although this level of defeat is rare, nations have suffered it in the past, as Carthage did following the Third Punic War. Nuclear weapons make destruction a plausible outcome of any great-power war in the 21st century, even if one side’s conventional forces were on the cusp of victory.

Figure 2 illustrates how the space of potential war results has skewed in favor of the United States in the post–Cold War era. The range of possible war results for the United States is on the y-axis, and those possible for a regional adversary such as Iraq are on the x-axis. Some outcomes are infeasible, such as both sides achieving total victory, and others are implausible, such as much weaker regional actors imposing broader defeat on the United States. Because none of the potential outcomes of U.S. wars over the past three decades have involved the serious
potential for widespread conventional or nuclear attacks on the United States (illustrated with the green shading in Figure 2), U.S. leaders have become accustomed to pursuing maximal objectives and fighting in ways that would be extremely dangerous in a great-power conflict.

Turning to the prospects of a U.S.-PRC war in 2030, the picture looks entirely different. Figure 3 replicates the map of war results and escalation risks from Figure 2, except the x-axis reflects war results against the PRC rather than a regional adversary. More potential outcomes become feasible because of the PRC’s stronger conventional capabilities and survivable nuclear deterrent. The boundaries of the “limited war” region are fuzzy to reflect the inherent uncertainties involved in pursuing even limited objectives while keeping the war from spiraling out of control. In practice, the boundaries of this region in Figure 3 could be asymmetric if the PRC were more willing than the United States to resort to dramatic escalation in a bid to avoid limited defeat. The narrow range of acceptable war outcomes in Figure 3 differs not only from recent regional wars but also from past great-power wars in the pre-nuclear era. Escalation spirals resulting in nuclear use would likely occur long before either the United States or the PRC came close to suffering the kind of broader defeat or conventional destruction that Germany and Japan experienced in World War II. Because the PRC ultimately controls its own ability to escalate, measures aimed at creating a “lower risk” of escalation still can never guarantee “no risk.”
Given the narrow course that the United States and the PRC must navigate to avoid catastrophic escalation, the United States needs a theory of victory that can thread the needle between the operational decisiveness required to end a conflict and the escalation management necessary to avoid a pyrrhic victory. The next section turns to candidate theories of victory that the United States has available.

**Identifying Potential Theories of Victory**

Drawing from academic research on military strategy and coercion, we developed a typology of five potential theories of victory that are universal to all decisionmakers and to any conflict: (1) dominance, (2) denial, (3) devaluing, (4) brinkmanship, and (5) military cost-imposition. These are summarized in Table 1. Whereas dominance relies on brute force to eliminate the enemy’s physical ability to continue fighting, the other pathways are coercive approaches that persuade the enemy to stop fighting even while it retains the capacity to resist (Schelling, 1966). Unlike brute force, coercion requires understanding the enemy’s prefer-
ences and perceptions to manipulate costs and benefits such that it prefers a settlement over further fighting. The coercive mechanisms focus on either decreasing the benefits the enemy believes it may eventually gain if it keeps fighting or otherwise increasing the costs the enemy will incur if it protracts the conflict. Within these two mechanisms that prioritize either costs or benefits, there are two sub-variants that focus on either manipulating the size of the costs or the benefits themselves or else manipulating the probability that an enemy realizes those costs or benefits (Pape, 1996). These theories of victory are not mutually exclusive, so combining different approaches is possible, although doing so may entail trade-offs.

Dominance uses brute force to leave the enemy physically incapable of continued resistance. Examples include the Allied victory in World War II and the U.S. invasion of Iraq in 2003. This mechanism has the appeal of simplicity, but it requires significant asymmetries in power that will not exist in the U.S.-PRC context. It is also infeasible against a nuclear-armed adversary with survivable retaliatory forces because grinding down the PRC’s military forces and industrial capacity to the point that it could no longer defend itself or protract the conflict would threaten the CCP’s vital interests and potentially its survival (Rovner, 2017). Removing the PRC’s ability to resist entirely would require destroying a significant proportion of the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mechanism</th>
<th>Variant</th>
<th>Logic</th>
<th>Limitations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brute force</td>
<td>Dominance</td>
<td>Comprehensively defeat the PLA and leave it physically unable to defend against further U.S. attacks</td>
<td>Implausible when fighting a nuclear-armed great power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decrease benefits</td>
<td>Denial</td>
<td>Convince the PRC that it cannot successfully take Taiwan by destroying the capabilities directly supporting the invasion, such as sea- and airlift assets</td>
<td>Requires sufficient power to blunt an invasion and still creates escalation risks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Devaluing</td>
<td>Convince the PRC that the benefits of taking Taiwan are too small, such as by destroying Taiwan’s semiconductor industry</td>
<td>Impractical given the PRC’s political interests in Taiwan and U.S. political obstacles to harming a partner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase costs</td>
<td>Brinkmanship</td>
<td>Convince the PRC that the future costs of fighting for Taiwan may become intolerably high by threatening escalation, such as nuclear use</td>
<td>Undesirable given the PRC’s ability to retaliate in kind and the limited stakes at hand for the United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cost-Imposition</td>
<td>Convince the PRC that the costs are too high to justify continuing a war over Taiwan by using cost-imposing military measures, such as a blockade or strategic air attacks</td>
<td>Relies on targeting sensitive pressure points without prompting unacceptable retaliation; unlikely to generate pressure quickly enough to stop a fait accompli</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 1
Typology of Theories of Victory
In the context of a U.S.-PRC war over Taiwan, denial would involve attriting the PRC’s ability to seize and hold Taiwan, such as by interdicting the air- and sealift assets directly involved in the campaign.

industrial capacity that also contributes to the country’s peacetime prosperity and targeting the military and security forces that also backstop the CCP’s domestic control. Pursuing such a large target set may require dismantling the PLA air defense networks protecting the mainland, further raising CCP anxieties about the U.S. ability to remove its nuclear deterrent or to attack its leaders directly. Domination often leads to total victory, but that is not necessarily required—a country could restrain its political objectives to only limited victory, leaving the adversary regime intact. From the PRC’s perspective on the receiving end of such a brute force approach, though, it may not be clear whether U.S. objectives are in fact limited.

Denial persuades the enemy that it is unlikely to achieve its objectives and that further fighting will not reverse this failure (Pape, 1996, pp. 15–18, 29–32). Denial and the other theories of victory that follow are coercive strategies, in that they aim to persuade the adversary to stop fighting even when it could continue, whereas the brute force logic of dominance simply aims to leave the enemy no choice. Denial narrowly focuses on the expected benefits that motivate the enemy to keep fighting rather than on securing a broader victory that would enable the imposition of more sweeping surrender terms. In the context of a U.S.-PRC war over Taiwan, this would involve attriting the PRC’s ability to seize and hold Taiwan to present Beijing with military failure, such as by interdicting the air- and sealift assets directly involved in the campaign (Heginbotham and Heim, 2015; Colby, 2021). The United States would not allocate scarce resources toward striking industrial targets or PLA forces that are unrelated to this objective. The PRC could threaten to protract the war or escalate if the initial invasion attempt failed, which we address in the following sections, but denial aims to convince Beijing that these options will still fail to accomplish its goals and that ending the fighting is the least bad option. Even if the CCP never explicitly acknowledged defeat or made political concessions, it might still end the war once it realized it lacked the means to take Taiwan. For example, the Falklands War ended when Argentina lacked the military ability to retake the islands, even if it still refused to recognize British claims. Denial does not eliminate escalation risks, which are inherent to any great-power war, and it can be a demanding standard when facing a wealthy and sophisticated adversary in a distant theater.
Devaluing persuades the enemy that, even if it succeeded in securing its objectives, the benefits would be smaller than it initially hoped (Pape, 1996, p. 16). This generally involves scorched-earth tactics, such as those used in the Russian defense against Napoleon in 1812. There are also comparable cases in the business world in which companies engage in self-sabotage, such as taking on debt or selling valuable assets, to make themselves less appealing to a hostile takeover. Devaluing would offer little leverage to the United States in a conflict with the PRC over Taiwan because we have not found any military measures that could reduce the PRC’s political attachment to Taiwan. Measures such as destroying Taiwan’s semiconductor industry would not affect the central benefits that would likely animate the PRC war effort. Moreover, Taiwan would likely object strongly to such actions, and there would be domestic political obstacles in the United States to harming a partner without its consent. Scorched-earth strategies can produce pyrrhic victories if they ultimately destroy the interests that a state fought to defend in the first place.

Brinkmanship persuades the enemy to stop fighting by threatening escalation if it does not end the war. This theory of victory is essentially blackmail—the United States would threaten significant escalation, potentially up to nuclear use, if the PRC did not abandon the invasion. Brinkmanship is distinct from cost-imposition because it is about causing discomfort about the potential for future pain rather than the application of ongoing harm (Pape, 1996, pp. 18–19 and 28–29). If cost-imposition is repeatedly imposing costs on the enemy until it complies, brinkmanship seeks compliance by threatening to impose costs in new and more unpleasant ways. The central challenge is that brinkmanship deliberately ratchets up the risk of escalation with an adversary that can retaliate in kind. Brinkmanship is a “competition in risk-taking” and resolve, and the PRC rather than the United States may have more risk-and cost-tolerance in a war for Taiwan (Schelling, 1966, p. 91). Because escalation would be costly to the United States as well, this creates another challenge of making credible threats to escalate in ways that would be so painful that the PRC would cave but not so painful that the PRC would doubt the sincerity of U.S. threats. If the PRC wrote off threats as bluffs, the United States might still feel pressure to follow through and find itself escalating a conflict beyond what it initially intended. There are no analysts who currently advocate relying on brinkmanship, but this theory of victory might gain traction if the United States found itself losing a war. The United States fears that its adversaries might use this kind of “escalate-to-deescalate” approach against it, and the PRC is reportedly concerned that the United States will actually be the one to embrace this logic during a conflict (Zhao, 2022). It is therefore still important to highlight the risks of brinkmanship for U.S. decisionmakers before the fighting starts, despite the theory’s current lack of peacetime appeal.

Military cost-imposition uses the military instrument to persuade the enemy that the costs of continuing the war outweigh the benefits (Pape, 1996, pp. 18 and 21–27). Analysts sometimes refer to this as “punishment,” but “military cost-imposition” avoids connotations of retribution—imposing costs is important here because of its ability to shape future behavior rather than as a corrective for past actions. One common proposal in the U.S.-PRC context is a distant blockade of the PRC’s maritime trade at chokepoints such as the Strait of Malacca (Hammes,
While there are no advocates of strategic bombing as an independent theory of victory, some argue that it could play a supporting role by “bringing the cost of war home to decision-makers” by striking at the “internal sources of an adversary regime’s power base, political credibility, or logistical support and transportation systems in conjunction with other more battlefield-centric targets” (Venable and Lukasik, 2021). Wearing down the enemy’s military forces in a war of attrition is also a form of military cost-imposition if the assumption behind this approach is that rising costs will bring the other side to the negotiating table (rather than lead to its collapse on the battlefield). Strategies relying on military cost-imposition must satisfy three conditions, and meeting all three would be difficult in a U.S.-PRC conflict. First, the United States must find a “sweet spot” of pressure points that are valuable enough to influence the PRC’s decisionmaking but not so valuable that they trigger unacceptable escalation, which we call the “Goldilocks Challenge.” Second, the United States must prosecute targets in the sweet spot at a sufficient speed and scale to generate the necessary coercive leverage within an operationally relevant time frame. Third, the United States must provide credible assurances to the PRC that the pain will stop if Beijing complies with the coercive demands. We elaborate on these challenges below.

In practice, debates about these five potential theories of victory generally collapse into considering denial, military cost-imposition, or a mix of the two. These two theories stand out largely because the alternative options have major shortcomings. Dominance is not a viable theory of victory against the PRC because of the country’s considerable material power and survivable nuclear deterrent.

Brinkmanship faces the problem of deliberately ratcheting up the risk of escalation with an adversary that can retaliate in kind and that might have more risk tolerance. Finally, devaluing is not viable because military measures cannot reduce the PRC’s political attachment to Taiwan, which might grow even stronger over the course of a war given the PRC’s desire to justify its losses, and Taiwan would likely oppose such drastic measures.

**Identifying Potential Escalation Pathways**

Given that the three main options are denial, military cost-imposition, or a mix of the two, how should we evaluate the relative escalation risks associated with these approaches? Escalation is “an increase in the intensity or scope of conflict that crosses threshold(s) considered significant by one or more of the participants” (Morgan et al., 2008, p. 8).

Because escalation is difficult to quantify, for simplicity, we focus on two key variables that would influence escalation risks across these theories of victory. First, do these theories of victory involve direct combat between U.S. and PLA forces? Second, do they rely on military cost-imposition? Table 2 summarizes how these variables map onto different theories of victory, with a combination of denial and military cost-imposition creating the highest relative risk and an indirect denial strategy that relies on proxy warfare (which we refer to as denial-by-proxy) providing the lowest relative risk. Because the focus here is on military theories of victory, we do not consider strategies that would exclusively use nonmilitary tools, such as sanctions and diplomatic pressure, even though this would very likely be a less escalatory option than proxy warfare.
Lower Escalation Risk: Denial-by-Proxy

Because it avoids direct U.S.-PLA combat and does not rely on military cost-imposition, a denial-by-proxy theory of victory that supports Taiwanese efforts to deny the PRC the ability to seize the island would generate the lowest relative risk of escalation (across courses of action that involve military measures). A somewhat comparable historical model is U.S. and international support for Ukrainian efforts to defeat Russia’s invasion in 2022, which involved armament, logistical, and intelligence backing without direct involvement of U.S. forces in the fighting. Nevertheless, the lower escalation risk comes with the correspondingly lower odds of operational success, given the PRC’s bilateral military advantages over Taiwan. This reflects the recurring dilemma of balancing operational effectiveness and escalation management.

A denial-by-proxy theory of victory would still entail escalation risks and could plausibly lead to direct U.S.-PLA combat even if the United States hoped to avoid that outcome. There are three canonical types of escalation—deliberate, inadvertent, and accidental—that might occur (Morgan et al., 2008, pp. 20–28). Deliberate escalation involves intentionally crossing a known threshold, such as moving from nonkinetic to kinetic attacks. Deliberate escalation can be good or bad depending on the context, but it does involve crossing a significant threshold and carries the risk of retaliation. One challenge in predicting (and therefore managing) escalation is that different motives might drive the PRC’s decision to escalate (Table 3), and these motives are not mutually exclusive (Talmadge, 2017).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Higher</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Combinations of denial and military cost-imposition</td>
<td>• The United States deliberately escalates to impose costs on the PRC, and the PRC escalates in retaliation, potentially leading to mutual strikes on military and industrial targets in U.S. and PRC homelands.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Pure denial</td>
<td>• The United States inadvertently erodes the PRC’s nuclear deterrent through conventional military operations targeting PLA dual-use capabilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Denial-by-proxy</td>
<td>• The PRC accidentally shoots down a U.S. airlift asset, and the United States retaliates.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• The PRC deliberately escalates to impose costs and compel an end to U.S. intervention.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For example, the PLA might engage in deliberate escalation by interdicting U.S. supply lines to Taiwan, such as ports of embarkation or U.S. ships and aircraft as they approached the island. It might do so to gain an operational advantage by ensuring that fewer weapons and supplies make it to Taiwanese forces, to coerce the United States to end its support for Taiwan by raising the costs and risks of bringing aid to Taiwan, or to send signals to domestic or international audiences that it will not allow U.S. actions to go unanswered. The costs and risks of having to fight the United States directly might deter the PRC from escalating, as they have with Russia in Ukraine, but U.S. leaders cannot guarantee that Beijing will make the same calculations as Moscow. It is also possible that PRC leaders might retaliate not because of careful and cool-headed calculations about the costs and benefits but because emotions such as outrage make inaction seem intolerable (though this is far less likely with proxy warfare than in scenarios such as U.S. strikes on targets that the PRC values highly).

Misperceptions could further complicate efforts to prevent escalation. Inadvertent escalation occurs when one side takes actions that unwittingly cross a threshold that the other side considers important, with the first side not realizing that the other side would view those actions as particularly escalatory (Morgan et al., 2008, pp. 20–28). For instance, the PRC might believe that cyber attacks rather than kinetic attacks against U.S. satellites that were supporting Taiwanese forces would avoid escalation, but the United States might still consider the cyber attacks to cross an important threshold. Similar to the war in Ukraine, the United States would also face a dilemma between limiting the scope of U.S. aid to avoid inadvertently crossing potential PRC red lines and applying too many limits on U.S.

### TABLE 3
Potential Drivers of PRC Escalation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mechanism</th>
<th>Logic</th>
<th>Implication for PRC Behavior</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coercive</td>
<td>Pressure the United States to change its behavior, potentially even ending its support for Taiwan entirely</td>
<td>Suggests that the PRC could attempt to identify and target U.S. pressure points, similar to a U.S. cost-imposition campaign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operational</td>
<td>Reduce U.S. capacity to implement its theory of victory, such as by reducing its ability to blunt an invasion or to strike the PRC’s pressure points</td>
<td>Suggests that the PRC could attempt to focus on U.S. military capabilities relevant to the U.S. theory of victory, such as U.S. and coalition logistics nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symbolic</td>
<td>Send signals to domestic and international audiences</td>
<td>Suggests that the PRC could attempt to focus on visible targets that resonate with the intended audiences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotive</td>
<td>Appease emotional sense of injustice or outrage</td>
<td>Offers less guidance on potential PRC focus, other than maybe a desire for reciprocity in the targets or retaliatory methods</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
support that would dramatically reduce the odds of successfully thwarting the invasion (Cohen, 2022b).

Finally, accidental escalation is generally the product of chance, such as mishaps or mechanical failures that cross escalatory thresholds, though some theories of victory and courses of action may systematically increase the risk of accidents relative to others (Morgan et al., 2008, pp. 20–28). Unlike in Ukraine, U.S. airlifters or vessels would need to bring supplies directly to Taiwanese territory because there are no neighboring borders through which to funnel materiel, which raises the possibility that PRC air defenses might accidentally shoot down or sink a U.S. asset. The United States might then misinterpret Beijing’s intentions or feel pressure to respond assertively regardless. One factor that amplifies these risks is intentionality bias, which is the human tendency to interpret actions as the product of another’s deliberate and unified decisionmaking rather than chance (Jervis, 1976; Kertzer et al., 2022). The PRC’s steadfast refusal to believe that the 1999 U.S. bombing of its embassy in Belgrade during the U.S. intervention in Kosovo was an accident rather than an intentional signal of hostility demonstrates this tendency. As the PRC’s former leader Jiang Zemin told 60 Minutes, “the United States has state of the art technology, so all the explanations they have given us for what they called a mistaken bombing are absolutely unconvincing” (Jiang, 2000). The PRC would likely be even more suspicious of U.S. intentions if the United States were supporting Taiwan during an ongoing war.

Intermediate Escalation Risk: Pure Denial

An intermediate category of risk between denial-by-proxy and cost-imposition is a “pure” denial strategy that involves direct U.S.-PLA combat but forgoes additional cost-imposition.

PRC escalation aimed at compelling the United States to back down and to degrade its ability to blunt an invasion is particularly likely because pure denial would have already breached the threshold of direct U.S.-PLA combat. The PLA has strong operational incentives to attack U.S. military forces even on American soil, especially in Guam and Hawaii, to make it harder for the United States to attack PLA invasion forces near Taiwan. Additionally, the PRC might resort to a military cost-imposition campaign targeting U.S. pressure points. Even if the PRC calculated that the United States had the military ability to blunt an invasion if it fully committed U.S. forces to that effort, the PLA might still believe that it could forestall defeat by making the war as costly as possible to undermine U.S. resolve to see it through. This would resemble Japan’s theory of victory in World War II (Toll, 2012, pp. 486–487). Beijing might focus on maximizing U.S. military casualties, but a PRC coercion campaign could also extend to attacks on the U.S. homeland or nuclear brinkmanship. As we discuss below, the PRC’s willingness to accept large escalatory risks may grow precisely when denial seems to be succeeding from the U.S. perspective: When losses start to appear certain, the human tendency of loss aversion nudges people to take greater risks and to look for low-probability, high-impact courses of action to escape from a losing position (Kahneman, 2011; Levy, 1996).

A key question when implementing pure denial is determining what escalatory thresholds the United States should deliberately risk crossing to gain an operational advantage. There are many courses of action that could contribute to denial, and each requires evaluating its poten-
There is a risk that Beijing may not perceive the United States to be as restrained as Washington views itself. Potential to add operational value with its potential to contribute to escalation. For example, air operations to interdict amphibious transports versus to paralyze the PLA’s decisionmaking capacity are both measures that could reduce the PRC’s odds of seizing Taiwan, but they differ significantly in their likely effectiveness and escalation risks (Venable, 2020; Pietrucha, 2015). Analysts have proposed various restrictions to limit the scope of U.S. deliberate escalation, such as on the types of targets it hits (e.g., only strike conventional forces directly supporting the invasion, avoid striking strategic forces or leadership targets), the geographic scope (e.g., do not strike the PRC mainland or only strike forces on the mainland near Taiwan), the operational tempo (e.g., limit or avoid strikes on the mainland in the initial stages of the war), or the means employed (e.g., use kinetic attacks only against some targets and rely on nonkinetic means for others) (Odell et al., 2022, pp. 233–235; Colby, 2021). But many of these proposals still raise unresolved implementation questions. How should the United States, Taiwan, and coalition partners define what counts as directly supporting the PLA campaign against Taiwan? Do large fuel and ammunition depots far from the conflict but necessary to sustain operations count as supporting the campaign? What distance defines the boundary of “near” Taiwan? How should the United States, Taiwan, and coalition partners categorize dual-use systems, such as the DF-26 intermediate-range ballistic missile, that contribute to both the PRC’s conventional capabilities and strategic deterrent?

Because any theory of victory, including denial, is in the eye of the beholder, the United States and its coalition partners must consider how Beijing might interpret their wartime actions. There is a risk that Beijing may not perceive the United States to be as restrained as Washington views itself. If the United States and its coalition partners adopt a denial theory of victory in part to help manage escalation risks, they need to think about how to ensure that pure denial does not end up still looking like dominance or cost-imposition to Beijing, since the PRC military and civilian leadership is unlikely to directly know the U.S. theory of victory and might draw different conclusions based on the information available to them (e.g., focusing on which PRC targets are struck versus appreciating all the PRC targets the U.S. military does not attack).

The potential for inadvertent escalation depends partly on both sides’ baseline expectations about the war’s likely contours. The PRC might view retaliatory strikes on forces in the continental United States as a proportional response to U.S. attacks against military targets on the PRC mainland. If the United States has priced in this retaliation as part of the price for gaining the operational benefits of mainland strikes, then escalation might stop there. But if U.S. leaders instead viewed strikes on the United States as different from targeting the PRC mainland because the
U.S. homeland is thousands of kilometers away from the conflict and therefore a dramatic expansion of the war’s scope, the PRC might inadvertently cross a U.S. threshold and fuel escalation.

Finally, there is room for accidental escalation. Examples include strikes on PLA bomber bases intended to target conventional H-6K bomber forces that accidentally destroyed dual-capable H-6N bombers that contribute to the PRC’s nuclear deterrent. Because of the fog and friction inherent to war, careful planning can reduce the odds of these accidents occurring but not eliminate them.

Higher Escalation Risk: Military Cost-Imposition

If the United States deliberately escalates a conflict by striking PRC pressure points that are not directly related to the invasion, the PRC will likely engage in its own counter-coercion campaign against U.S. pressure points. Reciprocal cost-imposition campaigns could quickly devolve into a competition in pain tolerance and expand the war’s scope far beyond Taiwan to include widespread conventional attacks on both the U.S. and PRC homelands. There is some evidence that the PLA is planning for this possibility. For example, a 2004 classified PRC military textbook for its missile forces states that if an enemy (clearly the United States) conducts a “high strength air raid” against the PRC, the PLA should consider launching an intercontinental ballistic missile with a conventional warhead against the adversary’s territory as a “warning strike” (Yu and Li, 2004, p. 41). The purpose would be to “make the enemy unwilling to see its country suffer unbearable attacks and [thus] restrain its intervention operations” by “shaking [the adversary’s] mental state,” creating general panic and increasing public opposition to the war. The United States will likely retain an advantage in 2030 in terms of the scale at which it can attack the PRC mainland relative to the PLA’s ability to strike U.S. territory, but the growth of the PRC’s military capabilities will enable it to make the war increasingly painful for the U.S. population over time.

Cost-imposition could also activate operational, symbolic, and emotive escalation pathways for deliberate escalation. The PLA might hit such targets as bombers based in the continental United States because it wants to attrit the long-range conventional strike capabilities the United States is using to impose costs on the PRC. The war in Ukraine provides a recent example of this: Ukraine launched air attacks on bomber bases inside Russian territory that were hosting the strike capabilities Russia was using to target Ukraine’s energy infrastructure (Ilyushina, Stein, and Stern, 2022). Additionally, the PRC might escalate in dramatic ways to send signals to domestic and international audiences that it was standing firm and had the ability to punch back. The United States launched the Doolittle Raid against Tokyo in 1942, for example, because the symbolism of striking the Japanese home islands would provide a domestic political victory (Toll, 2012, p. 283). Moreover, emotional outrage at U.S. attacks against domestic targets in the PRC might reinforce the PRC leadership’s urge to retaliate. The tendency for “retaliatory aggression” has such strong evolutionary roots that it “is one of the most zoologically common, well-recognized, and well-studied behavioral responses for dealing with threats and challenges” (McDermott, Lopez, and Hatemi, 2017, p. 69). The more highly the CCP values a given target set, and therefore the more coercive leverage that attack-
ing it provides the United States, the greater the risk that the PLA will resort to dramatic retaliation in response. Concerningly, these pathways can reinforce each other and interact in unpredictable ways, further compounding the difficulty of predicting whether certain targets of a U.S. cost-imposition campaign would provoke unacceptable escalation.

If the United States strikes dual-use targets that impose pain on the PRC’s general population, such as its energy infrastructure, this might cause the PRC to misperceive the scope of U.S. war aims and trigger inadvertent escalation. Beijing might wrongly view widespread U.S. attacks on PRC domestic targets as evidence that the United States was pursuing regime change by destabilizing PRC society and stoking unrest, which could convince the CCP that it was fighting a total war for its existence (which appears to be a real fear for Beijing) (Wuthnow, 2020). Because the PRC would be comparing the costs of accepting defeat with the costs of continued fighting, this misperception of U.S. war aims could encourage Beijing to protract or escalate the war, given that the alternative might appear even more threatening to the CCP’s interests in comparison. Accidents, such as civilian casualties from U.S. strikes on dual-use targets, could further reinforce the PRC’s suspicions about U.S. intentions.

Combining denial and military cost-imposition has higher escalation potential because it would involve all the costs and risks of a denial strategy and layer on the additional challenges of cost-imposition.

What Are the Prospects of Success for Military Cost-Imposition?

Military cost-imposition is a viable theory of victory under three conditions, but satisfying all three in a war against the PRC would be difficult:

1. finding a “sweet spot” of pressure points that are valuable enough to influence Beijing’s decision-making but not so valuable that they trigger unacceptable escalation, which we call “the Goldilocks Challenge”
2. prosecuting targets in the sweet spot at a sufficient speed and scale to generate the necessary coercive leverage within an operationally relevant time frame
3. providing credible assurances that the pain will stop if Beijing complies with the coercive demands.

Can the United States Confidently Identify a Coercive Sweet Spot?

The United States would likely struggle to navigate the Goldilocks Challenge. On one side of the dilemma, if the United States does not attack targets that are sufficiently valuable, it will not persuade Beijing that the war is too costly and that it should accept defeat. In Figure 4, these targets fall short of Threshold 1. But on the other side of the dilemma, striking targets that are exceedingly valuable to the PRC could instead result in escalation (surpassing Threshold 2). The sweet spot between these thresholds could change during the war, possibly by becoming so narrow that it effectively no longer exists, and striking any potential pressure point will either fall below Threshold 1
or cross Threshold 2. The goal is to maximize U.S. coercive leverage while minimizing the types of retaliation that are most threatening to U.S. interests, but the Goldilocks Challenge highlights why this optimization problem is so difficult to solve: The most influential coercive levers to pull are also the ones that generate the highest escalation risks. The United States would likely accept some escalation risks and some PRC retaliation as an acceptable price for gaining coercive leverage over Beijing, so U.S. defense planners need to assess whether breaching Threshold 2 would cause specific kinds of escalation that were unacceptable to U.S. political leaders (or were disproportionally costly relative to the value of the coercive leverage gained). Different U.S. administrations will likely have a variety of views about what constitutes “unacceptable escalation,” but examples include widespread conventional attacks on the U.S. homeland, large-scale cyber attacks on U.S. critical infrastructure, and nuclear use.

Finding targets that reach Threshold 1 is challenging because the CCP values Taiwan so highly. Because the CCP views Taiwan as one of its most important national interests, it would likely accept the loss of many other targets as an acceptable price to pay for controlling Taiwan. The Defense Intelligence Agency states that the CCP’s strategic priorities are to “perpetuate CCP rule, maintain domestic stability, sustain economic growth and development, defend national sovereignty and territorial integrity, and secure the PRC’s status as a great power” (Defense Intelligence Agency, 2019, p. 12). This likely means that Taiwan, as part of national sovereignty and territorial integrity, would be prioritized above the CCP’s desire for great-power status and its global interests. Regarding threats to the PRC’s economic development, if PRC leaders had decided that controlling Taiwan is worth the risk of a direct military conflict with the United States, they would likely expect and accept a tremendous amount of economic pain before changing their decisionmaking. PRC leaders might
The most influential coercive levers to pull are also the ones that generate the highest escalation risks.

also see the stakes of a conflict as extending far beyond just Taiwan to also include the PRC’s status as a great power and its reputation for standing firm against external aggression (McDermott, 2017, p. 93; Powers and Altman, 2023). Given these stakes, the CCP may even start the war already assuming that it would lose such targets as its overseas military facilities in Africa.

To be clear, this is different from the counterargument that military cost-imposition can never work because there is nothing Beijing values more highly than Taiwan. The decision to stop fighting would depend on the PRC’s calculation about the potential benefits relative to the costs (e.g., taking Taiwan versus the economic costs of a blockade) weighted by the probability of securing those benefits, which is never certain in war (Pape, 1996, p. 16). To continue the example from above, PRC leadership might care more about Taiwan than the PRC’s economic growth, but large costs from a blockade and uncertain prospects of success from continued efforts to take Taiwan might still compel it to stop fighting. Absent a robust Taiwanese denial effort, though, a blockade might be insufficient on its own to reach Threshold 1. Proponents might counter that a blockade could, in fact, surpass Threshold 1 because it targets “the Chinese economy and hence the legitimacy of the” CCP, and the CCP cares more about its domestic political control than Taiwan (Hammes, 2013). But if targeting the PRC economy threatens the regime’s survival, how could U.S. leaders be confident that the PRC would not engage in significant escalation in retaliation? The more vital one believes that the PRC economy—or any other target—is to the CCP’s survival, the more incredible it seems that the United States could attack it without running large risks of breaching Threshold 2. Of note, it is possible that this “sweet spot” of targets is bigger and thus easier to identify outside of a Taiwan scenario, where the CCP leadership feels it has less at stake—such as, perhaps, a South China Sea dispute.

Identifying targets that fall short of Threshold 2 poses its own challenges because Beijing has good reasons to exaggerate its red lines and because escalation is unpredictable. As Russia has illustrated in its war against Ukraine, there are incentives to bluff about what will lead to escalation because making an adversary act more cautiously can create operational advantages. The PRC could follow Russia’s model of bluffing to make Threshold 2 seem lower than it really is. The problem from the U.S. perspective is that knowing that the PRC is exaggerating still leaves significant ambiguity about where exactly Beijing’s red lines are. Compounding this challenge is that these thresholds would likely shift over time, and the PRC’s leaders themselves might not necessarily know in advance how they will act given the emotions, imperfect information, and unpredictability of war. Moreover, the line between tolerable and intolerable forms of escalation is blurry because
escalation spirals can make it difficult to anticipate the natural endpoint of a given retaliatory measure. Escalation depends in part on the interaction of (at least) two sides, and lower-level actions can spiral into a tit-for-tat cycle that pushes both over thresholds they did not originally plan to cross. RAND research has found that U.S. and PRC leaders repeatedly struggled to overcome these obstacles to identifying a coercive sweet spot during historical crises and conflicts.8

Given these constraints, what kinds of targets are candidates for the PRC’s coercive sweet spot? Three rough but useful categories based on past cost-imposition campaigns are military, economic, and leadership targets.9 There are no advocates of targeting the PRC’s leadership because this would almost certainly provoke unacceptable escalation by breaching Threshold 2 (and face serious practical difficulties that make it unlikely to succeed in any case) (Hosmer, 2001b). Most analysts focus on targeting the PRC’s economy via a distant blockade, some envisioning it as a substitute for direct intervention in defense of Taiwan and others viewing it as a complement.10 Again, on its own, a blockade is unlikely to reach Threshold 1. The military requirements of a successful blockade are not trivial (Cunningham 2020; Priebe et al., 2022). Like targets of past blockades, the PRC could use “recycling, stockpiling, and substitution” to cushion the economic impact, meaning the blockade could take months to years to generate large costs (Mearsheimer, 2014, pp. 94–96). The PRC has long land borders that it can use for smuggling, and its tremendous market share of global trade will tempt many states and commercial actors to continue trading with it (Grinberg, 2021). If the blockade succeeded in generating large amounts of pain quickly, it is also possible that desperation to escape the economic pain would cause PRC leaders to escalate in unexpected ways rather than admit defeat, as was the case with Germany’s response to blockades in World Wars I and II (Sand, 2020). Moreover, this would likely not come as a surprise to Beijing: Then–General Secretary Hu Jintao discussed this vulnerability as early as 2004, when he talked about the “Malacca Dilemma” and then spent billions attempting to mitigate this risk via overland pipelines (Storey, 2006). The 2013 Science of Military Strategy states that “the United States and other major powers control the world’s primary strategic lines of communication [SLOCs]” and warns that these SLOCs are “not owned by us, nor are they controlled by us. Once a crisis or war at sea occurs, our sea transport has the possibility to be cut off” (Academy of Military Science Military Strategy Department, 2013, pp. 81, 210). Directly attacking critical infrastructure on the PRC mainland through air and missile attacks is another potential option, but this might breach Threshold 2. The 2004 Science of Second Artillery Campaigns identifies some adversary (U.S.) actions that may trigger “lowering the nuclear threshold,” namely PRC nuclear signaling (Yu and Li, 2004, p. 294). These include even just threatening “medium or high strength” conventional strikes against Beijing, other major cities, or other major political and economic hubs and threatening nuclear strikes against the PRC’s critical infrastructure, such as water and electricity facilities. Finally, military targets of cost-imposition might include PLA forces not directly involved in the invasion of Taiwan, such as those protecting the PRC’s western borders with India or the PRC’s overseas military bases and facilities.11 If the PRC started a war for Taiwan, its leaders would likely expect and accept heavy military losses as a necessary cost for victory. Targeting PLA forces is less likely to
breach Threshold 2 than the alternatives, but it is unlikely to reach Threshold 1 unless the United States and Taiwan also succeed in directly defeating the forces involved in the invasion.

U.S. defense planning to counter a Soviet invasion of Iran during the Cold War illustrates the Goldilocks Challenge’s enduring dynamics. In 1980, U.S. defense officials debated how best to prevent the Soviet Union from seizing Iran and its significant oil reserves, a concern even after the 1979 Islamic Revolution overthrew the U.S.-backed shah. Because of concerns about the operational feasibility of denial, the Joint Staff proposed an alternative strategy that would strike Soviet targets unrelated to the invasion in order to impose coercive pain (cost-imposition) and to raise the prospect that further fighting would lead to escalation (brinkmanship) (Slocomb, 1980, pp. 1–2). After receiving pushback to specify exactly “what escalation and where” would accomplish U.S. objectives, the Joint Staff failed to identify any targets in the sweet spot that could change Soviet calculations but avoid escalation. The analysts acknowledged the difficulty of reaching Threshold 1: “There is no U.S. and allied riposte against Soviet interests . . . that would clearly equal or exceed in value the political, military, and economic gains the Soviet Union could be expected to achieve from control of Iran” (DoD, 1980, p. 2). Moreover, the measures that might reach Threshold 1 risked causing unacceptable escalation by breaching Threshold 2:

The only category of ripostes which has the possibility of raising Soviet costs to a level commensurate with the gains of occupying Iran involves major escalation of the conflict. . . . Such actions, however, carry heavy risks of rapidly expanding the conflict to a worldwide NATO-Warsaw Pact war with the attendant risks of nuclear escalation. Hence, they do not offer an attractive alternative to concentrating on the conventional defense of Iran. (DoD, 1980, p. 3)

For example, whereas attacks on “Soviet regional facilities are unlikely to compel the Soviets to abandon their intervention in Iran since the economic and strategic value of Iran far exceeds the value of regional facilities” (falls short of Threshold 1), attacking “military or industrial targets in the Soviet Union not directly related to the Soviet invasion . . . would almost certainly evoke Soviet reprisals, possibly including attacks on U.S. territory” (breaches Threshold 2) (DoD, 1980, Annex A, pp. 1 and 5). While the Joint Staff initially assumed that cost-imposition was an easy alternative to the hard task of denial, U.S. analysts ultimately failed to identify a plausible coercive sweet spot that was necessary for this theory of victory to be viable.

Can the United States Generate the Necessary Coercive Leverage Quickly Enough?

If such a sweet spot exists, the United States must be able to prosecute these pressure points at sufficient speed and scale to have a strategic effect within a relevant time frame. Coercive effects take time to build, especially through slow-moving measures, such as blockades, that need months or even years to reach their greatest impact, and this lag period matters for responding to rapidly unfolding scenarios, such as a fait accompli. If the PRC seizes Taiwan before the blockade can produce enough coercive pressure to change Beijing’s decisionmaking, the United States will
face potentially insurmountable challenges in reversing PRC control of Taiwan (Montgomery, 2020). Endowment effects—the psychological tendency for people to value objects more once they take possession of them—would make the bar for Threshold 1 even higher after a PRC invasion succeeded (Kahneman, 2011). Alternative forms of military cost-imposition that could generate significant amounts of pain quickly, such as widespread strategic air attacks on the PRC’s energy infrastructure, risk instead going too far and prompting unacceptable retaliation, as the *Science of Second Artillery Campaigns* makes clear above. The measures that best satisfy the second condition therefore conspire to make it harder to achieve the first.

**Will the PRC Trust U.S. Coercive Assurances?**

Finally, there is a credible assurance challenge because the PRC must trust that the United States will stop imposing coercive costs once it accedes to U.S. demands. Coercive assurances that compliance will bring relief are critical. Otherwise, the target has no incentive to stop fighting, and it may even fear that concessions will embolden further coercion and harsher demands (Schelling, 1966, p. 75; Pauly, 2019). This requirement is concerning in the U.S.-PRC context because the PRC is highly suspicious of U.S. motives, and a painful cost-imposition campaign would not improve its image of U.S. intentions. For example, Xi has reportedly stated that the “United States is the biggest threat to our country’s development and security” and also the “biggest source of chaos in the present-day world” (Buckley, 2021). More recently, in March 2023, Xi similarly said, “Western countries led by the United States have implemented all-around containment, encirclement and suppression of the PRC, which has brought unprecedented severe challenges to our country’s development” (Bradsher, 2023). If the United States attacks PRC domestic targets, such as energy, communications, or transportation infrastructure, this could reinforce these views and lead PRC leaders to wrongly conclude that military cost-imposition is really aimed at stoking domestic discontent and destabilizing the regime. This conclusion might be especially likely if the United States attacked the CCP’s internal security forces.13 Given the fog, friction, and fear involved in wars, states often judge their adversary’s intentions through a worst-case lens that tends to lead to these kinds of judgments (Posen, 1991).

The more negatively Beijing views the United States and its intentions, the harder it will be to find a way to end the conflict because the stakes and risks of accepting limited defeat will appear higher. That U.S. leaders knew their own objectives were limited would not necessarily reassure
Beijing if PRC leaders mistakenly believed they were fighting a total war for the survival of the regime. This need for self-reflection extends beyond just DoD actions to the broader U.S. government, as Beijing may draw connections between uncoordinated U.S. diplomatic, economic, or other actions, as it reportedly did in the fall of 2020 (Woodward and Costa, 2021). Practicing strategic empathy and providing reassurances are not acts of charity—they are calculating and pragmatic measures to reduce the risk of uncontrolled escalation.

**What Are the Prospects of Success for Denial?**

A denial theory of victory offers the best chances of achieving U.S. objectives while avoiding catastrophic escalation. This section addresses several counterarguments to denial, including whether it is operationally feasible from a military standpoint to defeat a PRC invasion of Taiwan, how denial might deal with the possibility of Beijing shifting to a blockade or strategic air attacks against Taiwan after the initial invasion fails, and whether the PRC could ever accept even a limited defeat given Taiwan’s importance to the CCP.

**Is Denial Operationally Feasible?**

Unfavorable trends in the three-way military balance between the PRC, Taiwan, and the United States have made it harder to assure the success of a denial strategy over time. If denial is not operationally feasible, then it is not a viable theory of victory to achieve U.S. objectives. Fully assessing the feasibility of denial requires much more detailed analysis than is possible here, but we highlight several reasons to believe that denial will remain an operationally feasible option for defending Taiwan even if U.S. advantages are not as overwhelming as they once were.

The PRC’s military modernization and expansion have created growing concerns about the U.S. military’s ability to defeat an invasion of Taiwan. Two decades ago, around 2000, Taiwan could plausibly have defended itself from a PRC invasion with only limited U.S. support (Shlapak, Orleptscky, and Wilson, 2000; O’Hanlon, 2000). One decade ago, around 2010, sustained PLA modernization had shifted the balance of power to the point that a large-scale amphibious assault was no longer unthinkable but remained “a bold and possibly foolish gamble on Beijing’s part” (Shlapak et al., 2009, p. 118). A denial-by-proxy theory of victory therefore remained plausible, even if harder, despite PLA progress and unfavorable trendlines (Shlapak et al., 2009, pp. 139–140). By the mid-2010s, however, assessments began to note growing deficiencies in the U.S. military’s ability to blunt an invasion (Heginbotham et al., 2015). Public accounts of U.S. Air Force wargames in 2018 and 2019 concluded that the “Air Force failed disastrously” (Insinna, 2021). Taiwan’s failure to adjust its defense strategy in light of these changes further aggravated these fears. The 2010–2020 decade was when widespread concerns began to spread about the feasibility of denial. These concerns create the temptation to reach for military cost-imposition as a riskier but perhaps at least operationally feasible alternative.

There are nevertheless compelling reasons to think that denial can remain feasible even if it has become more difficult (Ochmanek, 2022). First, the United States has an enduring advantage in that amphibious assaults are
immensely complex and challenging operations. History suggests that the PRC will need local air and sea control for the invasion to succeed, whereas the United States only needs to deny the PRC that control, which is a far less demanding standard to meet (O’Hanlon, 2000). The PRC’s reliance on scarce air- and sealift platforms to transport troops and supplies to Taiwan creates a bottleneck in PLA operations that the United States can exploit, and there is not a comparable opportunity for the PRC to focus on a single U.S. operational vulnerability to this extent.

Second, the U.S. military still retains a qualitative and, in some areas, quantitative edge over the PLA. The United States has a significant advantage in undersea warfare because of a decades-long lead in technological investments and because geography makes it difficult for the PLA to find U.S. attack submarines in the Taiwan Strait’s shallow waters and the wider Western Pacific (Cote, 2011). RAND research has shown that U.S. attack submarines are therefore particularly well positioned to sink large numbers of the PLA’s amphibious transports (Heginbotham et al., 2015, p. 213). The U.S. military also has significant capabilities and experience with long-range precision strike, which provide another strong option for targeting the PRC’s amphibious transports (Heginbotham et al., 2015, pp. 111–116). While the PLA Navy now has a larger number of surface combatants than the U.S. Navy, the United States still retains an advantage in larger and more capable classes of ship, such as carriers, cruisers, and destroyers—an advantage that the Office of Naval Intelligence (2020) projects will continue through 2030 despite the PRC’s impressive investments in shipbuilding.16 Although it captures only a snapshot of the current balance of forces using 2022 data, Table 4 provides a rough-but-useful breakdown of the major naval and air platforms of the PRC, Taiwan, the United States, and likely U.S. coalition partners. In the air-to-air balance, the United States still has greater numbers of advanced fourth- and fifth-generation fighters, which are likely qualitatively more capable than their PRC counterparts (Heginbotham et al., 2015, pp. 80–82). This suggests that the U.S. military might still retain some advantages over the PLA in air-to-air combat that RAND research has identified (Heginbotham et al., 2015, p. 92). Although the PRC’s ability to attack U.S. air bases has grown, which threatens to offset the United States’ advantages by reducing the number of sorties it can generate, the United States is now prioritizing the ability to conduct distributed and resilient air operations to preserve its ability to generate land-based airpower in the face of PRC air and missile attacks (Lynch et al., 2023).

Third, U.S. allies and partners have increased their investments and preparations for a conflict. Taiwan is increasing its defense spending and extending its conscription obligations from four months to one year, Japan is planning to double its defense spending over five years
and is procuring new long-range strike capabilities, and Australia is significantly deepening its defense cooperation with the United States and Japan (Dooley and Ueno, 2022; Wang, 2022; Brands, 2022).

Collectively, U.S. and allied adaptations can help offset the unfavorable trend lines of the past decade. DoD still assesses that an “attempt to invade Taiwan would likely strain” the PLA and remains “a significant political and military risk” (DoD, 2022, p. 127). Recent open-source wargames suggest that the United States can continue to make an invasion quite difficult for the PRC through 2026, even under relatively pessimistic assumptions (but at the price of considerable losses to U.S. forces) (Cancian, Cancian, and Heginbotham, 2023). Furthermore, the United

### TABLE 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ships or Aircraft</th>
<th>PRC</th>
<th>U.S.</th>
<th>Taiwan</th>
<th>Japan</th>
<th>Australia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft carriers</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light carriers⁸</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cruisers</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Destroyers</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frigates</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corvettes</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack submarines (nuclear)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack submarines (conventional)</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bombers</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fighters (5th generation)</td>
<td>~50</td>
<td>612</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fighters (4th generation)</td>
<td>~1,268</td>
<td>1,742</td>
<td>323</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SOURCES: Features information from International Institute for Strategic Studies (IISS), 2022, pp. 51–52 (United States), 248–249 (Australia) 257–261 (PRC), 277–279 (Japan), 309–310 (Taiwan); DoD, 2022, pp. 53 and 166.

NOTES: These estimates are for active-duty forces. Different sources may produce slightly different estimates. The estimates here for the PLA Navy use the numbers from DoD (2022). The biggest difference between these estimates and those in IISS (2022) is that the latter lists 72 corvettes, which is likely an accounting decision based on the PLA transferring 22 older corvettes to the PRC Coast Guard in 2021 because they lacked towed-array sonars for antisubmarine warfare. DoD did not include these ships in its estimates presumably because of their organizational designation as Coast Guard ships and their lesser capability.

⁸ This refers to amphibious assault ships that can deploy such tactical aircraft as the F-35. Japan has converted one helicopter carrier to deploy F-35Bs and is currently converting a second.
States has several modernization programs that will begin to bear fruit in the late 2020s and early 2030s. Looking to the future, the U.S. ability to make denial sustainable over the long term depends in part on trends in the relative balance of power. In a pessimistic scenario, the PRC will benefit from robust economic growth and domestic stability, the PLA will enjoy sustained growth for defense spending as a result, and the PRC will continue gaining ground in the military competition. All else equal, this would make it more difficult for the United States and Taiwan to prevail with a pure denial theory of victory, although the full implications depend on other factors, such as whether U.S., Taiwanese, and coalition investments offset increased PRC defense spending and how emerging technologies will shape the ease or difficulty of amphibious assaults. Even in this pessimistic scenario for the United States, the PRC still has a considerable way to go before it surpasses the size of U.S. and allied economies and defense budgets. Figures 5, 6, and 7 visualize the current gaps between the United States, the PRC, and likely U.S. allies in military spending, the size of their economies as measured by gross domestic product (GDP), and the development of their economies as measured by GDP per capita.

In an optimistic scenario for the United States, the PRC’s growth over the next two decades might be substantially lower than what it experienced for the past three decades. The PRC’s power may have recently passed an inflection point, moving into an era of lower relative growth than other major states (Beckley and Brands, 2022, pp. 42–45; Pettis, 2013; Magnus, 2018). After predictions of ever-nearing dates when the PRC’s economy would eclipse that of the United States during the late 2000s and early 2010s, slowing PRC economic growth has begun to push that notional crossing point further into the future (Xie, 2022; Sharma, 2022; Ip, 2023). The PLA could fall prey to a military version of the middle-income trap, facing high personnel costs before it has fully caught up with the skills of the U.S. military. The PRC’s recent economic setbacks and the updated projections of its future growth suggest that the optimistic scenario is at least plausible.
The United States has several options for how to respond to these different scenarios. In the pessimistic case of PRC military dominance, U.S. political leadership might feel compelled either to abandon Taiwan or to rely on brinkmanship and military cost-imposition as cheaper alternatives to the likely expensive task of keeping denial a viable theory of victory. The latter would essentially be a 21st century version of Eisenhower’s New Look doctrine, with all the attendant escalation risks and credibility questions that such approaches entail (Gaddis, 2005). Another potential response by U.S. political leaders is to continue relying on pure denial and simply accept that there is a greater chance of operational failure. The limitations of military cost-imposition identified above suggest that even if the operational feasibility of strategic air attacks or a blockade is more straightforward than a denial campaign, this does not mean it is strategically feasible in the sense that it has better prospects for successful war termination. Attempting a more difficult denial campaign might still yield better odds and introduce fewer risks than resorting to military cost-imposition. It may ultimately be in the U.S. interest to accept a greater risk of a limited defeat over Taiwan than to cultivate a much greater risk of nuclear escalation. These are decisions that U.S. political leadership, not DoD, would make.

What If Beijing Keeps Fighting?
Another concern is that defeating an invasion would not guarantee that the PRC ends the war. Great powers have
enough resources to reconstitute and persist even after a major battlefield reversal, so Beijing could decide to keep fighting even if its invasion failed. This could involve the PRC shifting its own theory of victory from relying on brute force to military cost-imposition, such as a blockade or strategic air attacks—or potentially even nuclear brinkmanship (Henley, 2021; Henley, 2023). Given the poor historical record of coercive attacks in compelling targets to surrender their sovereignty, forcing the PRC to adopt improbable theories of victory would still be an important achievement for the United States and Taiwan (Pape, 1996). A denial theory of victory would not require the United States to remove the PRC’s ability to do things such as fire missiles at Taiwan or approaching ships, which would be extremely difficult. Washington only needs to persuade Beijing that these desperate measures will not change the outcome and enable it to achieve its goal of controlling Taiwan.

Some analysts may accept that denial is a feasible and even desirable theory of victory but reject the argument that the United States should not mix denial with military cost-imposition because doing so could create extra leverage to compel Beijing to stop fighting. If the United States does not force the PRC to pay a high price to continue the
war, why would Beijing not protract the conflict in a bid to reverse its initial military failures? Even confronted with the possibility of a protracted war, there are three potential reasons U.S. leaders might prefer pure denial.

First, layering military cost-imposition on top of denial would increase the risk of escalation. Skeptics may argue that moderation is folly in war and that pure denial puts the United States at a disadvantage by leaving opportunities unexplored, but this logic makes sense only when the costs and risks of additional action are low. Especially if military cost-imposition involved expanding the war’s scope to include domestic targets in the PRC, the risks of unacceptable escalation might outweigh the potential coercive benefits. Put differently, U.S. leaders might calculate that they would rather accept some greater risk of protraction at a lower level of intensity than accept a greater risk of unacceptable escalation in a gamble to end the war sooner.

Second, there might be operational trade-offs to combining military cost-imposition and denial during the initial stages of a conflict. Splitting the difference between multiple theories of victory risks watering down the effectiveness of each. Using heavy bombers for military cost-imposition, for example, might divert these scarce strike resources from a denial campaign. The least acute trade-off might involve a distant blockade with surface ships that are too vulnerable to contribute to denial operations near Taiwan. This would not necessarily resolve the escalation risks or other practical difficulties associated with a blockade, but it would help address the operational trade-offs. Alternatively, the United States could address this concern by sequencing these theories of victory. It could first focus on pure denial and then turn to military cost-imposition if the PRC refuses to end the war after the initial invasion attempt fails (Colby, 2021). This would likewise still confront the Goldilocks Challenge. The risk of breaching the threshold for intolerable escalation may be especially concerning in this scenario if U.S. leaders, buoyed by a potentially dramatic success in defeating the PLA’s invasion fleet, succumb to “victory disease” and become overconfident about their ability to manage escalation against an adversary backed into a corner.

Third, if the United States already occupied a strong military position after blunting a PRC invasion, there are political reasons that a U.S. president might be hesitant to use force in ways that deliberately create significant hardships for the PRC civilian population. After Russia’s brutal cost-imposition campaign against Ukrainian civilians in 2022–2023, including large-scale air attacks against Ukraine’s energy and transportation infrastructure, U.S. political leaders may want to avoid operations that conjure associations with Russian military strategy among U.S. domestic or international audiences. In addition to potential normative concerns, there are pragmatic risks associated with losing international support for U.S. efforts to use diplomatic and economic means to pressure the PRC to end the war.

If the United States does not get the leverage to end the war from military cost-imposition, where might the necessary pressure come from? Mounting PLA casualties and the loss of military capabilities it took decades to accumulate might serve as one source of pressure, especially if a sustained and robust U.S. denial effort demonstrated to Beijing that these costs served little practical purpose. Skeptics may counter that the PRC has invested heavily in the PLA for just such a war over Taiwan, so it would be willing to lose as many soldiers and ships as necessary and would.
The point of denial is to provide new information to Beijing that throws cold water on prewar enthusiasm about its ability to seize Taiwan.

have priced those losses into the decision to start the conflict. But the point of denial is to provide new information to Beijing that throws cold water on prewar enthusiasm about its ability to seize Taiwan, even if it was initially willing to pay a high price for the privilege of doing so when it seemed feasible. If further losses would take even more time to reconstitute without a realistic chance of success, Beijing might decide that it is better off ending the fighting so that it is easier to rebuild its forces in peacetime and try again in the future. The international diplomatic pressure and economic sanctions referenced above provide another source of leverage. Despite their limitations, sanctions could build pressure on top of a successful denial defense of Taiwan while creating lower escalation risks than physically destroying the PRC’s economic infrastructure.

But could protracting the war actually benefit Beijing militarily and eventually enable it to seize Taiwan in the face of a sustained U.S. denial effort? According to this line of thinking, the PRC’s larger population and industrial base, coupled with its greater stakes in the conflict, give it stronger capabilities and motivation than the United States to prevail in a protracted war. But protraction would not necessarily solve the central operational problem the PLA faces, which is transporting and then sustaining large numbers of forces to Taiwan. The PLA has a relatively modest organic sealift capability, which it will likely supplement with dual-use civilian shipping, but once it exhausts these assets it will need to rebuild its amphibious transport capability (DoD, 2023). The PRC has significant shipbuilding capabilities that it could use to build new transports, but if it refuses to end the war, then it will have to engage in a massive shipbuilding effort in docks that are vulnerable to U.S. attacks (as opposed to rebuilding these capabilities during peacetime). The PRC could try to speed up the process by using vast numbers of small ships in a “reverse Dunkirk,” but these could only transport small numbers of light infantry at a time (without artillery or armored vehicles to support them), and the PLA would struggle to sustain them with enough supplies once they reached Taiwan. The outcome would more likely resemble Japan’s experience on Guadalcanal than a reverse Dunkirk, with the PLA landing too few troops relative to the size of the defending forces, facing a dramatic inability to deliver enough food and ammunition to keep them combat-effective, and gradually losing more and more of the already-limited lift capacity needed to hold onto the lodgment it initially established (Toll, 2012, pp. 174–176). In sum, protraction would not clearly solve the problems that caused the initial invasion attempt to fail in the first place,
so protraction should not be assumed to automatically favor Beijing.

Independent of which side has better operational odds, can nuclear-armed great powers even realistically fight a long, grinding, and painful war without escalating to nuclear use? If the United States could defeat the PRC in a protracted war, but only at the price of running tremendous risks of nuclear use, then the PRC might gain an advantage if it were more resolved to accept those risks. There is tension between, on the one hand, the historical tendency for great-power wars to become protracted conflicts and, on the other, the constraints that the contemporary nuclear era imposes on how severe a conflict can become before resulting in catastrophic escalation (Nolan, 2017). Assessing the “solutions” to what we call the “Nuclear-Armed Protracted War Paradox” shows that there is a narrow range of scenarios that can enable great powers to wage a protracted war without it becoming a nuclear war.

First, the threat of mutual destruction could deter nuclear escalation, even if both sides engaged in the kinds of provocative conventional operations that have often characterized protracted wars, such as striking the enemy’s industrial base and population centers. This is effectively a wartime cousin of the “Stability-Instability Paradox,” which suggests that mutual vulnerability at the strategic level should enable limited aggression with conventional weapons, given the belief that the other side will ultimately not risk destruction by escalating to nuclear use (Jervis, 1989, pp. 19–22). It is theoretically possible that these fears could also prevent nuclear escalation even after extensive conventional attacks during a protracted war, but it is unlikely in practice. It is doubtful that the PRC would be risk-acceptant enough to start a war with the United States but so risk-averse that it would unequivocally rule out nuclear use even if its vital interests were at stake. Conversely, if the PRC were to ravage the U.S. industrial base with conventional strikes and cripple such critical civilian infrastructure as transportation networks, then it is plausible that the United States would at least consider threatening nuclear retaliation to try to get Beijing to stop the attacks. Given that the exhaustion from protracted wars often poses an existential threat to the loser’s regime, the side that feels victory slipping away has rational incentives to gamble with limited nuclear use despite (and partly because of) its potential to spiral out of control.

Second, both sides could engage in deliberate, mutual restraint to limit the intensity of a protracted war. This pathway is more plausible but creates its own dilemma of how to persuade the enemy that the costs of continu-
ing the war outweigh the benefits while abstaining from military measures that could maximize the enemy’s pain or hamstring its ability to sustain the war (Rovner, 2017). For example, destroying the PRC’s industrial base would reduce its ability to replenish its forces, but hollowing out the PRC economy might also pose an existential threat to the CCP’s survival. A mix of fear and temptation could make restraint difficult in practice. As the war drags on, both sides might become increasingly risk-acceptant as they look for ways to bring a costly conflict to an end. The emotive desire for revenge and retaliation as losses mount could also undercut calls for restraint. Alternatively, early expectations of a protracted war might create temptations for preemption: If either side believes the war will be a long, grinding one, it has an incentive to start attacks to cut the other’s production capacity as soon as possible. In short, mutual restraint is necessary to avoid catastrophic escalation, especially in the case of a protracted war with a nuclear-armed adversary, but this restraint is not guaranteed and requires deliberate cultivation and management to achieve.

A pure denial theory of victory accepts the risk of delaying the start of a military cost-imposition campaign in order to leave space for Beijing to decide that now is not the time to resolve the Taiwan question. The United States could immediately begin to impose costs and then increase those costs to compel Beijing to capitulate after a failed invasion, but this risks overreaching and pushing Beijing from fearing it would face a limited defeat (failing to seize Taiwan) toward fearing it would face a broader defeat (potentially regime change). That denial cannot absolutely guarantee that the PRC will end the conflict is simply a reality of fighting a limited war against a nuclear-armed great power, and other theories of victory may face the same challenge. The more leverage one assumes is necessary to coerce the PRC, given its resolve to incur large costs even in the face of long odds, the greater the possibility that military cost-imposition would also fail and that Beijing would rather risk nuclear escalation than accept defeat in a protracted conflict.

Can Beijing Accept a Limited Defeat?

A third concern is that, once they start the war, the PRC’s leaders may then view success as critical to the regime’s survival. If so, a successful denial campaign could force the PRC into a desperate position in which it would take tremendous risks, potentially including nuclear coercion, to gamble for resurrection. This is a legitimate concern but not one that is unique to denial: Any U.S. theory of victory that successfully prevents the PRC from achieving its political objective of unification would generate these risks. Moreover, it is at least plausible that the PRC will not view the outcome of the war as existential and instead look for exit ramps, such as claiming it successfully taught Taiwan a lesson, as it did with Vietnam in 1979. Given the higher stakes the PRC has in Taiwan compared with Vietnam, it will likely accept much greater costs compared with 1979 and exhaust its options before looking for these exit ramps, but the point is that the PRC could again look for face-saving measures and refuse to explicitly acknowledge its defeat. Unlike other theories of victory, denial at least avoids automatically expanding the scope and stakes of the war early on, before the PRC has the chance to realize the invasion will fail and to look for exit ramps.
Whether Beijing is willing to accept limited defeat depends in part on what exactly that entails. The more ambitiously the United States defines its war aims, the harder it will be to persuade the PRC to accept defeat. U.S., coalition, and Taiwanese leaders might feel tempted to resolve the Taiwan question once and for all rather than accepting a more limited victory that could leave Beijing still claiming Taiwan (and perhaps determined to try again in five or ten years). This argument has an emotional appeal. It would be challenging to keep war aims limited after Americans and coalition troops started dying, ships started sinking, and aircraft losses started accumulating. However, to keep the war limited, both sides must keep their war aims limited. Although it would be frustrating not to permanently resolve the Taiwan question, this is the price to reduce the risk of catastrophic escalation created when a limited war turns into a total war for survival. Just as deterring conflict by itself does not resolve the underlying competitions that can lead to wars, limited victories by themselves do not resolve all the underlying disagreements that caused the war. Argentina still claims the Falkland Islands, for example, but the United Kingdom decided that the additional cost of attempting to compel Argentina to renounce its claims was not worth it. The PRC has greater capacity and motivation than Argentina to protract the conflict, so war termination will not necessarily be as quick and straightforward as in the Falklands War, but this historical case does provide a useful example of two states that found a way to stop fighting without agreeing to a comprehensive resolution of the political issues motivating the war.

**Conclusion**

Any conflict between the United States and the PRC has the potential for catastrophic escalation, and this requires the United States to think differently about how to fight and win limited wars than it has become accustomed to in the post–Cold War era. A denial theory of victory offers the best balance between the desire to maximize the chances of U.S. success and the imperative to manage escalation. Denial focuses on attriting the power-projection capabilities the PRC needs to seize Taiwan in order to persuade PRC decisionmakers that they are unlikely to accomplish their objectives and that further fighting will not change the eventual outcome. The causal storyline for military cost-imposition, by contrast, aims to convince PRC decisionmakers that the war is too costly to continue and that they should abandon Taiwan to protect their other interests. The central obstacle to military cost-imposition is navigating the Goldilocks Challenge by identifying a sweet spot of targets that are valuable enough to influence Beijing’s decisionmaking but not so valuable that they prompt retaliation and unacceptable escalation. For either theory of victory, the United States would use limited means to pursue the limited ends of leaving Taiwan’s independence intact. It would not define victory in terms of a formal settlement that resolves Taiwan’s status once and for all or that forces the PRC to make other painful concessions.

Clearly understanding the range of potential theories of victory for future conflicts is critical, because today’s force structure decisions will shape the decision space for tomorrow’s president. If DoD does not build a robust denial capability, then a future president might have to choose among higher escalation risk options, such as
A denial theory of victory offers the best balance between the desire to maximize the chances of U.S. success and the imperative to manage escalation.

military cost-imposition and brinkmanship. The different theories of victory imply different requirements for force planning and investments. For example, if one believes that the United States could compel the PRC to end an invasion through cost-imposition measures, such as strategic air attacks against key economic targets, then that could create greater demand for heavy bombers and less demand for air base defense for fighters.

General officers, flag officers, and senior civilian officials should prepare to discuss the risks of different theories of victory and the trade-offs between managing escalation risks and prevailing in a conflict. The United States has fallen out of practice with this kind of thinking after three decades of smaller regional conflicts. Shifting mindsets and once again becoming conversant in escalation dynamics is essential to providing the best possible advice to the president. That a denial theory of victory has lower escalation risks relative to the alternatives does not mean that it has low risks in absolute terms, so defense planners still need to think carefully about how U.S. operational plans to implement a denial strategy strike an appropriate balance between operational effectiveness and escalation risks.

Once DoD is confident that it can implement a denial theory of victory effectively, it should then prepare for other theories of victory to provide a spectrum of options to future presidents. Future U.S. leaders might have a diverse range of preferences and face scenarios in which different theories of victory seem more or less appropriate. For example, if the United States intervenes to protect Taiwan from a coercive PRC air and missile campaign rather than an amphibious invasion, a distant blockade might be a symmetrical response that can help manage escalation. The priority, though, should remain on developing the forces required for denial, including denial-by-proxy and pure denial variants. DoD can explore alternative courses of action to provide U.S. leaders with a flexible set of options, but these alternatives cannot slow or displace preparations for the denial theories of victory.
Notes

1 Deterrence can still play an important supporting role once a conflict starts, especially through deterring an adversary from escalating.

2 On the PRC’s growing ability to challenge the U.S. military, see Heginbotham et al. (2015), Ochmanek (2022), and DoD (2023).

3 For a proposal to destroy Taiwan’s semiconductor fabrication plants to “render Taiwan not just unattractive if ever seized by force, but positively costly to maintain,” see McKinney and Harris (2021, p. 30).

4 See, for example, Sisson (2022) and Colby (2021).

5 In theory, a fourth combination implies the possibility of the United States using military cost-imposition while avoiding direct combat, but this is implausible in practice. Even if the United States imposed a distant blockade, for example, a blockade is an act of warfare that would almost certainly lead to direct fighting.

6 On potential escalation pathways stemming from U.S. support for Ukraine, see Frederick et al. (2022).

7 Because a war over Taiwan would be at least a three-player game, a robust Taiwanese denial effort could still weigh down the PRC’s odds of success even if the United States pursued a pure military cost-imposition strategy.

8 Forthcoming work led by Alexandra Evans and Emily Ellinger. See, also, Byman and Waxman (2002).

9 See, for example, the coercive U.S. air campaign against Serbia in 1999 (Hosmer, 2001a).

10 For an example of a proposal for a blockade without a direct defense, see O’Hanlon (2019). For a proposal to combine a blockade with direct defense but avoid strikes on the PRC mainland, see Hammes (2012).

11 For a critical appraisal of these options, see Colby and Ochmanek (2019).


13 Some analysts have hinted at striking targets important to the CCP’s power and legitimacy—“Strategic attack might focus on internal sources of an adversary regime’s power base, political credibility, or . . .” (Venable and Lukasik, 2021)—but do not provide specific examples of those targets. Elbridge Colby rejects this idea in some publications but in others suggests it is a candidate for cost-imposition if the PRC refuses to end the war after the initial invasion fails. In the latter case, Colby proposes “employing cost imposition selectively, conditionally, and as a complement to denial operations . . . targets might include nonnuclear military forces beyond those relevant to the Taiwan battle, as well as internal security assets or critical war-supporting economic infrastructure” (Colby, 2021, pp. 183–184).

14 For an overview, see Heginbotham et al. (2015).

15 For example, the failure of the Taiwanese defense establishment to implement the Overall Defense Concept. See Hunzeker (2021).

16 The Office of Naval Intelligence estimates that, by 2030, “the U.S. Navy’s force of ‘Large Surface Combatants’ [that is, carriers, cruisers, and destroyers] will still be substantially more than that of China” (Office of Naval Intelligence, 2020). For a broader comparison of U.S.-PRC naval shipbuilding through 2040, see Congressional Research Service (2023, p. 11).

17 Among the key modernization efforts that will begin to bear fruit in the late 2020s are Next Generation Air Dominance (NGAD), the B-21 Raider, and the Hypersonic Attack Cruise Missile (HACM).

18 GDP is also an incomplete measure of a country’s military potential, but for this concise discussion it suffices as a heuristic. There are also debates about whether measuring GDP in terms of market exchange rates or purchasing power parity is more appropriate for comparing material power, and we generally err toward using exchange rates but have included both for reference. See, for example, Heim and Miller (2020, pp. 3–5) and Beckley (2018).

19 Or, as Admiral John “Jackie” Fisher put it in 1899, “The essence of war is violence! Moderation in war is imbecility!” (quoted in Massie, 1991, p. 431).

20 In some cases, such as attacking the PRC’s overseas facilities in Djibouti, the United States could use short-range tactical aircraft, such as the F-35, to make the trade-off less acute, although this still encompasses the challenge of reaching Threshold 1 of the Goldilocks Challenge.

21 On the concept of reverse Dunkirk, see Larson (2020). On the operational challenges of this approach, see O’Hanlon (2000).

22 On the possibility of a protracted U.S.-PRC war, see, for example, Krepinevich (2020) and Brands and Beckley (2021).

23 For more on the PRC’s recalibration of its war against Vietnam, see Garver (2016) and Gompert, Binnendijk, and Lin (2014).
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A military conflict between the United States and the People's Republic of China (PRC) would entail escalation risks that the United States has not seriously considered since the Cold War. The authors of this paper consider how the United States can prevail in a limited war with the PRC while avoiding catastrophic escalation.

The authors do so by considering theories of victory for the United States in a war with China. A theory of victory is a causal story about how to defeat an adversary: It identifies the conditions under which the enemy will admit defeat and outlines how to shape the conflict in a way that creates those conditions. The authors consider five theories of victory and identify two as most viable: denial (persuading the enemy that it is unlikely to achieve its objectives and that further fighting will not reverse this failure) and military cost-imposition (using military force to persuade the enemy that the costs of continuing the war outweigh the benefits). The authors maintain that denial offers the best chance for delivering victory while avoiding catastrophic escalation, whereas military cost-imposition has lower prospects of success and higher chances for catastrophic escalation.